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About OnlineITguru:About OnlineITguru:

OnlineITguru is the globally professional in IT courses training whichOnlineITguru is the globally professional in IT courses training which
emphasizes hands-on experience with examples from real-timeemphasizes hands-on experience with examples from real-time
scenarios by experts. It is the largest provider of high-quality onlinescenarios by experts. It is the largest provider of high-quality online
training courses. It is conceptualized and initiated by severaltraining courses. It is conceptualized and initiated by several
multidisciplinary and ingenious software technocrats having amultidisciplinary and ingenious software technocrats having a
combined experience of more than 8yrs in the industry. OnlineITGurucombined experience of more than 8yrs in the industry. OnlineITGuru
provided by python certificationprovided by python certification

About Course Details:About Course Details:

Python certification training course will help you master the conceptsPython certification training course will help you master the concepts
and gain in-depth experience on writing Python code and packages likeand gain in-depth experience on writing Python code and packages like
SciPy, Matplotlib, Pandas, Scikit-Learn, NumPy, Web scraping libraries,SciPy, Matplotlib, Pandas, Scikit-Learn, NumPy, Web scraping libraries,
and Lambda function. Learn more and Lambda function. Learn more python online coursepython online course

Benefits of OnlineitguruBenefits of Onlineitguru

Free DemoFree Demo

Lifetime access to the videosLifetime access to the videos
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Low feeLow fee

24x7 Guidance Support.24x7 Guidance Support.

Training by industry expertsTraining by industry experts

Live Projects.Live Projects.

Resume Preparation.Resume Preparation.

Interview Preparation.Interview Preparation.

Real-Time Job Support.Real-Time Job Support.

Contact Information:Contact Information:

USA: +1 469 522 91 62USA: +1 469 522 91 62

INDIA: +91 9550102466INDIA: +91 9550102466

  

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/python-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/python-
online-training-8431online-training-8431
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